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Providing on-line Tools & Solutions in support
of
SELF HEALTH for Your Participants
Obvious US Health Crisis Prompts the Institute of BioAcoustic
Biology to start campaigns to provide Software/Classes to the
public for testing of Vaccine readiness/status, PTSD assessment,
Radiation Exposure, Anti-Aging, Eye Watcher, Heart Tracker,
BioDiet, Hormones & Receptors, Stem Cells, Leaky Gut plus
hundreds more that we offer one at a time.
We can offer, your participants, a full two–day online class,
including software. ($300 value)
On-line live classes plus tutorials available for independent study
SoundHealthOptions.com
SoundHealthPortal.com – our online public WorkStation
We can offer On-line WorkStation access for people to use to set
up their own businesses using our Free Classes/Workshops –
Making $30-$50 per Report per client
We want to Support Health for The People by The People
BioAcoustic On-line Evaluations can be made available for
Nutritional Needs, Muscle Status, Fibromyalgia, Lipoedema,
Neuroplasticity (brain nutrients) and Gardasil…these change
weekly
Does your audience want/need more information about who they
really are? Our nanoVoice software can reveal the authentic self
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without all the pressures of “oughts” and “shoulds” that bombard
us our daily lives. We can provide this FREE to your Participants.
Is your audience disgusted with being lied to, manipulated and
robbed of their freedom and health? Are they tired of gloom and
doom predictions, power-grabbing, warped politicians and greedy
corporations that seemingly leave them with no options?
We hear many complaints about the current health care system
but Sharry Edwards, MEd., Director of the Institute of BioAcoustic
Biology, is willing to provide TOOLS and SOLUTIONS to create a
new paradigm for health; a call to action that will provide the
opportunity to take back our power and our health.

“You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something,
build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete. ...Buckminster Fuller

AT&T has declared that bioacoustics is the medicine of the
future. The Duke Encyclopedia of New Medicine has
acknowledged Sharry Edwards as the pioneer and leader of this
incredible new modality of wellness; BioAcoustic Biology and
Sound Health.
Radiation Exposure software is ready to share with your audience
during a public Give-a-Way campaign that will put software, video
classes and information into the hands of the public. Contact
Elizabeth Brown to make arrangements for Sharry to share her
wisdom, inspiration and software with your audience. Sound
Health is a federally registered 501-C(3)

Recent Interview with Sharry Edwards:
http://www.extremehealthradio.com/?s=sharry
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A Few Topics
Is Frequency our New Medicine or an Ancient Mystery Revealed?
Star Trek Medicine demonstrated by Math Matrix of Vocal
Frequencies
Health for The People by The People
Public Radiation Software Evaluates Exposure
Math as Medicine
BioAcoustic On-line Evaluations for Nutritional Needs, Muscle
Status, Fibromyalgia, Lipoedema, Neuroplasticity (brain nutrients)
and Gardasil
Exposing who is benefiting from the Rising Cost of Health Care
Caring for your Stem Cells
How FAT can be Your Friend
Do you have Leaky Gut

Background
No one needs to explain that our Health Care system is in crisis.
Thousands of people experience it every day and there will be
more misdiagnosis, bogus research, rationed care and death if
the trend continues. Three reasons have been provided as
potential causes for this predicament:
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1. Health Care is more about $$ than health
2. Mandated “Standards of Care” are not addressing
individual needs
3. a great many health-care providers are abandoning their
practices because of rising costs and government
interference.
Using our public (free) software and classes, your
audience can have dominion over their own health.

Audience Benefits
Your audience would have the opportunity to gain:
 TOOLS – public access to softwares, texts, charts and
educational videos in support of SELF HEALTH
 SOLUTIONS – to prevalent health issues such as vaccination
damage, nutritional imbalances, release from PTSD, allergies,
toxins, threatened pandemics, resistant pathogens, GMO
caused illness, radiation poisoning and supposed overpopulation.
 INSIGHTS – Vocal Profiling goes reveals the Secret Self that
can provide the opportunity for self-awareness,
enlightenment and optimal health
 INFORMATION – withheld by BigPhama, BigFarma and Big
Brother plus information showing that frequency is not only
our new medicine but simultaneously an ancient mystery
revealed.
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 CHOICE – eliminate damaging interference with health
freedom and end of life choices
 TRUTH - Software to discern the truth concerning
government, political, press, marketing and relationship
misinformation
 NETWORKING - An organized network to bring The People
together to provide community and individual dominion over
health decisions and solutions: Health for the People by the
People.
 Options - for predictive, mobile and a disease free existence
for issues previously thought to be incurable; for space travel
because myopathy and bone loss issues are no longer
obstacles
 Verification/Information - How your biological DNA
internet can be programmed by your words and
environmental frequencies
By sharing this information, you can offer your audience the
opportunity to be a part of a new model of tomorrow.

Description:
In an attempt to provide options to the ever increasing
restrictions placed on Health Care and Health Freedom, easy-touse software programs are being offered to the public so that
individualized, computer reports can be created in just a few
minutes; allowing citizens to predict, provide and manage their
own health care.
In particular, exposure to radiation has been been proven to
cause future health issues that seem hidden from the originating
source: the Fukushima disaster. A December, 2011 article in the
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Internal Journal of Health Services has estimated that more than
14,000 in the United States are linked to the radioactive fallout
associated with the nuclear disaster in Japan.
People need to get health and stay healthy. Sound Health is
offering public access classes and softwares during a Give-a-Way
program sponsored by the Institute of BioAcoustic Biology in Ohio
as an attempt to create a system of Health for The People by The
People.
No one needs to explain that our Health Care system is in crisis.
Thousands of people experience it every day and there will be
more misdiagnosis, bogus research, rationed care and death if
the trend continues.
Topic Options:
 Is Frequency our new Medicine or an Ancient Mystery
Revealed?
 Math Matrix proposed as Medicine of the Future
 Imagine a future in which your own voice keeps you
emotionally balanced and biologically healthy.
 Can words create our reality?
 Who benefits from rising health care costs?
 Finding a cure for incurable diseases through vocal analysis.
 You can lie with your words but the sounds of you voice
reveal the Truth.
 Holy Grail Mystery Math has potential to promote and extend
life
 Revealing the intentions of Self and Others
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 Can YOUR voice reveal your authentic SELF?
 What are the motivations of Comey, Scaramucci, Priebus,
Rice, Clinton, Trump, Wasserman-Shultz, McCain, Pelosi…
 Why did William choose Kate as his Royal Bride?
 Do you have a SECRET SELF that even you don’t know
about?
 Math as Medicine – “Sharry Edwards’ work defines and
demonstrates the unifying field theory that defied
Einstein.”..Dr. John Apsley
 From Ancient Healing to Modern Medicine and beyond
 Making space travel safe and affordable with BioAcoustics
 Vocal code research produces outcomes considered
improbable by current medical standards
 BioAcoustic Biology: Back Pain succumbs to Star Trek
protocol
 BioAcoustic Biology used to identify biomarkers for heart
disease and stroke
 Breaking the Sound Barriers of Disease – Unconventional
technique produces Miracles of nonMedicine
 Medical Journal announces Radiation Exposure damage
causing thousands of deaths. Vocal Profiling can reveal YOUR
exposure.
 US Health Crisis Prompts Software Give-a-Way
 The Many Faces of Parkinson’s Revealed through Voice
Analysis
 Health Freedom possible with BioAcoustic Software
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 Get Healthy, Stay Healthy with Vocal Profiling
 Keep your players off the bench with Predictive Muscle
Analysis
 Secrets to Sound Health
 Fibromyalgia symptoms relieved during course of cutting
edge study
 Traumatic Brain Injury revealed through Vocal Analysis
 Post-Traumatic Stress factors revealed as Nutritional Stress
 Novel research supports reversal of Parkinson’s
 Transformations for SELF HEALTH
 Your Voice Reveals the Secrets to Wellness
 Public access tools provided to the public to combat
insidious nuclear cell damage
 AT&T announces Bioacoustics as “the medicine
of the future”. Learn more from the pioneer of the industry!
 Health Freedom possible with BioAcoustic Software
 Your Voice Reveals the Secrets to Wellness
 Better health Tomorrow by listening to Sound today
“A foolish faith in authority is the worst enemy of Truth.” ---Albert
Einstein
“Sharry Edwards’ work defines and demonstrates the unifying
field theory that defied Einstein”
…John W. Apsley
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Points of Interest: Short list of Potential Questions and
topics
1. You state that Health care in the US is in crisis – especially
from Radiation Exposure – and you are on a crusade to
reverse that –how are you involved in challenging the
present system ?
2. I know you want to help people move toward a SELF HEALTH
outlook. How is that possible?
3. You have been acknowledged by many people, including the
Duke Encyclopedia of Alternative Medicine, as the pioneer in
the emerging field of Vocal Profiling using BioAcoustic
Biology. How does Vocal Profiling fit into the field of
medicine?
4. Are you saying that at our core we are very sophisticated
math-based robots? We are programmable? Is this like
Music?
5. If I were to come to your research center, what could you tell
me about my health? And what could I do with the
information you provided?
6. Is there an educational program where people can learn
these tenets to help themselves and others?
7. What issues has your protocol been able to influence?
8. Isn’t the idea of using sound and voice as a healing
technique something that is very ancient?
9. How do you think Human BioAcoustic Biology is going to
influence health care in the future?
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10.
Why should people take advantage of the public
access classes and software that you are making available?

TOPICS CAN BE INDIVIDUALIZED FOR Your AUDIENCE

Biographic info
Sharry Edwards has been accused of being too scientific by some,
too esoteric by others. In actuality she is a bridge between both
fields of inquiry. Sharry is the acknowledged pioneer in the
emerging field of Vocal Profiling using BioAcoustic Biology. She
has for many years provided the leading-edge research to show
the frequencies of the voice can be used to create a holographic
representation of health and wellness. Her research has caught
the attention of even large pharmaceutical houses, government
agencies, alternative health providers and those who wish to
create a better future. Recent AT&T declared that bioacoustics is
the “medicine of the future”.
From birth to death, we use sounds to express our needs and
emotions, but there are additional layers of information hidden
within the words. In modern times we possess only limited
conscious awareness of this information for ourselves or as a
means to interpret the intentions of others.
Vocal Profiling has the ability to let us know the intentions of our
leaders; the motivations of our partners; the foundation of our
sense of well-being. Would those abilities be of value in the
struggle to attain dominion over our intrinsic right to personal
freedoms?
Imagine a future in which the individual frequency based
biomarkers contained within the voice can be used to keep us and
our world, healthy and emotionally balanced.
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Vocal Profiling software has been developed that can use the
components of the voice to create a matrix of information about
anyone, from fundamental DNA, to the hidden intentions of those
who claim to speak for us.
Sharry’s intention is to demonstrate how the present system of
health is akin to governmental tyranny and is both a tragedy and
an opportunity for, We THE PEOPLE, to take charge of our own
health using a new paradigm of SELF HEALTH.
Web Information
Primary web site: SoundHealthOptions.com
Journal: JBAB.org
Portal WorkStation: SoundHealthPortal.com
Videos: SoundHealthOptions.com/secretstash.html
Software downloads:
www.nanoVoice.org
www.SoundHealthOptions.com/radiationclass.html
(These can be individualized for your audience)
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